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Attempt all questions in Section I.

Attempt all questions in Section II.

Attempt one sub-section of Section III.

 Part A Artificial Intelligence Page 11 Questions 22 to 26
 Part B Computer Networking Page 18 Questions 27 to 29
 Part C Multimedia Technology Page 22 Questions 30 to 33

For the sub-section chosen, attempt all questions.

Read all questions carefully.

Do not write on the question paper.

Write as neatly as possible.
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SECTION I

Attempt all questions in this section.

 1. State the purpose of the write line of a processor.

 2. Describe the transfer of data using a parallel interface.  You may include a diagram 
to illustrate your answer.

 3. Both switches and routers are used by networks to transfer data.  Explain the difference 
in their operation.

 4. File management is one function of an operating system.

  (a) Other than the file name, state one characteristic that file management will 
store about a file.

  (b) State one other function of an operating system.

 5. Daniel suggests that FLOPS are a better measure of processor performance than 
MIPS.

  State two reasons to support Daniel’s opinion.

 6. Two’s complement can store negative numbers, for example −42 or −16.  The lower 
of these two numbers is −42.

  Write down the binary and decimal for the lowest number that can be represented 
using 8 bit two’s complement. 

 7. A diagram of a star network topology is shown below:

  (a) Describe the effects of node failure for the star topology.

  (b) State one development in software that has resulted in the increased use of 
networks and explain why.

node
channel
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SECTION I (continued)

 8. The software development process begins with the analysis stage.

  Explain the purpose of the analysis stage.

 9. A programmer has used a graphical design notation when developing software.

  (a) Name one graphical design notation.

  (b) State one advantage of using a graphical design notation compared to 
pseudocode.

 10. Programmers may have to edit code during the maintenance stage of the software 
development process.

  (a) State one characteristic of code that improves its maintainability.

  (b) Explain why corrective maintenance does not have to be paid for by the client.

 11. Scripting languages are a type of high level language.

  (a) State one characteristic of a scripting language.

  (b) State one use of a scripting language.

 12. Software should be robust.  State one technique programmers can use to help make 
software robust.

 13. Software has been written to assign user IDs.

  The variable userid is assigned by combining three variables:  fname, sname and 
dob.

  An example is shown:

fname sname dob

frederick james 020557

userid

frja020557

  State two string operations used to create the user ID.

[Turn over
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SECTION I (continued)

 14. The software specification is created at the analysis stage. 

  Describe how the software specification may be used at the testing stage.

 15. Explain one advantage of using a 1-D array to store a list of values rather than using 
separate variables for each item.

 16. A program may contain a user-defined function.  State what is meant by the term 
“user-defined function”.

[END OF SECTION I]
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SECTION II

Attempt all questions in this section.

 17. A graphic designer wants to use a website to sell his graphics.  Thousands of graphics 
are to be available for download.  Each graphic is available as both a vector and a  
bit-map.  An example is shown below.

Vector

  (a) The graphic is to be altered by removing one of the circles in both speakers.

 (i) State the effect on the file size of the vector graphic.  Explain your 
answer.

 (ii) State the effect on the file size of the bit-map graphic.  Explain your 
answer.

  (b) Explain why a vector graphic may have a larger file size than a bit-map.

  (c) The graphic is available as a GIF.  Explain one benefit of using the GIF file 
format for the graphic.

[Turn over
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SECTION II (continued)

 18. Computers are used by cyclists to display current speed, distance travelled, average 
speed and for satellite navigation.

  A manufacturer is designing a new processor to be used in a bicycle computer.  The 
structure is shown below.

  (a) State two functions of the control unit.

  (b) Describe how the use of cache memory improves performance when running 
software.

  (c) The first design of the processor had a 28 bit address bus and a 32 bit data 
bus allowing 1GB of addressable memory.  The manufacturer decides to alter 
the design to allow a maximum addressable memory of 4GB.  Explain how the 
address bus would be modified to achieve this.

  (d) The screen is 160 × 240 pixels and uses 65536 colours.  Calculate the amount 
of memory required for the display.

   Show all working.   State your answer using appropriate units.

Cache

Registers
ALU

Control 
Unit
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SECTION II (continued)

 18. (continued)

  (e) The computer includes a function to 
monitor a cyclist’s heart rate using 
sensors.

   Name and describe one function of 
the interface that will be used for this 
purpose.

  (f) The cyclist can press a button to change the current display.  Explain how the 
processor deals with the request to change function.

  (g) Other than small physical size, state one reason why solid state storage is most 
suitable for a bicycle computer.

  (h) The bicycle computer does not require a bootstrap loader.  State one possible 
reason why.

 19. A computer magazine is sold with a DVD containing free software.

  (a) The DVD has a number of utility programs including a defragmenter.  Explain 
why fragmentation results in poor performance.

  (b) Unfortunately, the DVD includes a program that has been infected by a virus. 
The virus is capable of altering its own code to avoid detection.

 (i) State the virus code action being employed.

 (ii) State one anti-virus software detection technique that may not be able to 
detect this virus.  Explain your answer.

(iii)  State one other anti-virus software detection technique and explain how it 
may detect the virus.

[Turn over
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SECTION II (continued)

 20. Colin is a computing student.  His course includes learning to program using a 
variety of high level languages.

  (a) Colin has written a program containing the following code:

sides(triangle,3).
sides(rhombus,4).
sides(rectangle,4).
is_quadrilateral(X) :- sides(X,4).

 (i) State the type of high level language used.

 (ii) State one characteristic of this type of high level language.

  (b) Colin uses an event-driven language for another program.

   State one benefit of using an event-driven language to create software.

  (c) Colin uses stepwise refinement to create an algorithm for each program.

   Explain the term “stepwise refinement”.

  (d) The code for one of Colin’s programs contains a series of IF statements.  Colin 
replaces the series of IF statements with a single CASE statement.

   Explain why using this will produce more efficient code.

  (e) Colin uses both a compiler and interpreter when developing software.

 (i) Explain when Colin might benefit from the use of an interpreter rather 
than a compiler to translate code.

 (ii) Explain how compiled software improves memory efficiency compared to 
using an interpreter.

 (iii) Colin has written the pseudocode below:

   1. Loop 50 times
   2. Get item from keyboard
   3. Store item in array
   4. End loop

  Explain the processor usage for each type of translator when 
implementing the code produced from this pseudocode.

  (f) Colin learns to make use of module libraries.

 (i) State two items specified in the documentation included with each 
module in the library.

 (ii) Describe one advantage for Colin of using module libraries.
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Page nine

SECTION II (continued)

 21. Cyclists wishing to use a new cycling track unsupervised will have to pass a 
test.  During the test, the cyclist will complete 6 laps with the lap times recorded 
automatically using a computerised system.

  In order to pass the test, four of the lap times must be less than 30 seconds.

  Software is to be written to process the lap times and inform the cyclist whether they 
have passed the test.

  Part of the top level algorithm including data flow and variable types are shown.

  

Variable Type

laptimes 1-D array of real

result boolean

  1. Get all 6 lap times  Out : laptimes
  2. Decide if passed test  In : laptimes, Out : result
  3. Display decision  In : result

  Separate modules will be used for each step.

  (a) Explain why boolean is a suitable data type for the parameter result.

  (b) Use pseudocode to refine step 2: Decide if passed test

  (c) The parameters “laptimes” and “result” will be passed by reference for the 
Decide if passed test module.

 (i) Explain why passing the parameter laptimes by reference helps improve 
the efficiency of the software in terms of memory use and processor use.

 (ii) Explain why the result parameter is passed by reference.

  (d) The program makes use of global and local variables.

 (i) State the scope of a local variable.

 (ii) State two reasons why a programmer may want to limit the scope of a 
variable.

  (e) Comprehensive and systematic testing will be performed on the software.

 (i) Explain the term comprehensive testing.

 (ii) Explain the term systematic testing.

  (f) After using the software for some time, the cycling track owners request that 
the software is edited to include a speed test.  The condition for the speed test 
is the fastest lap time must be less than 20 seconds.

   State the type of maintenance required to include this feature.

[END OF SECTION II]

[Turn over
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SECTION III

Attempt one sub-section of  Section III.  

 Part A Artificial Intelligence Page 11 Questions 22 to 26

 Part B Computer Networking Page 18 Questions 27 to 29

 Part C Multimedia Technology Page 22 Questions 30 to 33

 For the sub-section chosen, attempt all questions.
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SECTION III

PART A — Artificial Intelligence

Attempt all questions.

 22. Many Artificial Intelligence programs have 
been designed for game playing.  One such 
program is “Four in a Row”.  The user 
plays against the computer, taking alternate 
turns.  The first to complete a horizontal, 
vertical or diagonal line of four counters of 
the same colour wins.

  (a) Define what is meant by the term “artificial intelligence”.

  (b) (i) State one aspect of intelligence which “Four in a Row” is demonstrating 
when it is playing against the user.

 (ii) Explain how your stated aspect of intelligence is being applied in this 
case.

  (c) It could be argued that this program does not demonstrate intelligence.  State 
one reason to support this claim.

  (d) Explain how parallel processing can improve response times in games like 
“Four in a Row”.

  (e) Other than parallel processing, name one other advance in hardware that 
has led to improvements in the artificial intelligence component of computer 
games.  Justify your choice.

[Turn over
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SECTION III

PART A — Artificial Intelligence (continued)

 23. A mortgage is used to borrow money from a bank to buy a house.  A bank has an 
expert system which:

	 	 •	 assists		in	deciding	whether	or	not	to	grant	a	mortgage	to	a	customer	

	 	 •	 advises	on	the	most	suitable	type	of	mortgage	for	that	customer’s	needs.	

  (a) State one reason why mortgage lending is suitable for an expert system.

  (b) (i) An expert system shell was used to create the expert system.  Name two 
components of an expert system shell.

 (ii) Name the component that must be added to the expert system shell to 
create an expert system.

 (iii) Explain one reason why an expert system shell was used to create the 
expert system rather than using a high level language.

  (c) The expert system should have justification facilities.

 (i) State two ways in which justification can be used in a consultation.

 (ii) Identify two benefits of including justification facilities in the mortgage 
expert system.
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SECTION III

PART A — Artificial Intelligence (continued)

 24. BaggageAid is a company which is developing intelligent robots to assist airport staff 
identify and deal with suspicious luggage.  The robots have vision systems which 
allow them to navigate from one item of luggage to another.

  (a) Explain two practical problems which would need to be overcome when 
developing this robot.

  (b) Describe one task which this robot may have to carry out which would require 
intelligence.

  (c) The robot uses a digital video camera to acquire the images which it uses.  
Name the next two stages in computer vision.

  (d) Describe two problems which may occur when object recognition is carried 
out.

  (e) The airport authorities are concerned about the legal implications of using 
intelligent robots in the airport.  Describe one possible legal implication of 
having robots working alongside people.

  (f) BaggageAid would like to incorporate an artificial neural system (neural net) 
into the robot.

   Describe how a neural net can be trained to produce correct output.

[Turn over
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SECTION III

PART A — Artificial Intelligence (continued)

 25. The travelling salesman is a classical AI problem.  Here is a simple map of the roads 
linking five towns A, B, C, D, and E.  The numbers on each line indicate the distance 
between that pair of towns.

 

  From A, two of the salesman’s choices could be to travel to B or C.  This is represented 
in a search tree as:

  (a) Copy and complete the search tree to show the next two nodes in the tree that 
would be generated using a breadth-first search.

  (b) On your search tree, show the next two nodes which would be generated using 
a depth-first search from B.

  (c) State one advantage of a depth-first search compared to a breadth-first search.

  (d) In this problem, it is possible for there to be two equally short routes.  Explain 
why this is the case.

A

D

B

C

E

•	 	 The	 travelling	 salesman	 must	 start	 at	
town A, visit every town only once, then 
return to A.

•	 	 The	 problem	 is	 to	 find	 the	 shortest	
route.
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PART A — Artificial Intelligence (continued)

 25. (continued)

  (e) In reality, a travelling salesman is likely to visit a lot more than five towns.  
The search tree would become very large after several moves.  State the term 
used for this situation.

  (f) Name and describe an alternative search technique which can be used to 
overcome the problem described in (e).

Page fifteen
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SECTION III

PART A — Artificial Intelligence (continued)

 26. The GreenFingers Gardening Club is representing information about the type of 
flowers called asters.  An extract of their information is shown below:

1.  is_a(chamomile, aster).   Chamomile is a type of aster
2.  is_a(oxeye_daisy, chamomile).
3.  is_a(dandelion, aster). 

4.  has(dahlia, single_head_per_stem). A dahlia has a single head per stem
5.  has(aster, flower_clusters).
6.  has(aster, tap_roots). 
7.  has(oxeye_daisy, rootstalks).

8.  has(X,Y) IF is_a(X,Z) AND has(Z,Y).   X has the characteristic Y IF X 
is a type of Z and Z has the  
characteristic Y

  (a) (i) What would be the solution to the query:

     ?is_a(dahlia, aster).

 (ii) Explain how the query:

   ?NOT(is_a(dahlia, aster)).

  would be evaluated.

  (b) Assuming a depth first search is used, trace the solution to the following query 
as far as the second solution.  You must include the correct use of the term 
instantiate in your answer.

     ?has(oxeye_daisy, Y).

  (c) (i) Name the type of rule at line 8.

 (ii) State one reason why this type of rule is included in a knowledge base.

[END OF SECTION III—PART A]
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SECTION III

PART B — Computer Networking

Attempt all questions.

 27. Gym For Kids is a local gym for children.  Each piece of gym equipment has an 
onboard computer which is linked to the gym server using Wi-Fi.  At the end of each 
day, a report on equipment usage is uploaded to the gym website.

  (a) (i) The gym network has been allocated a class C IP address.  State which 
one of the following is a valid Class C IP address.  

  126.245.231.202 128.128.154.201 193.101.232.145 200.245.231.256

   (ii) State two reasons for your answer.

  (b) A range of common protocols are used in this network.

 (i) Explain what is meant by the term “protocol”.

 (ii) Name the protocol that the head office would use to remotely access the 
gym server.

 (iii) Name the protocol that would be used to upload the report to the 
website.

  (c) At busy times, the gym network appears to slow down.  Explain how the use of 
CSMA/CD could contribute to the reduced performance of the gym network.

  (d) The gym network conforms to the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) 
model. 

   Explain why the gym network was designed using the OSI model.

  (e) One layer of the OSI model is the Transport layer.  Name a protocol that 
operates at this level.

  (f) At the end of each day a report is sent to the printer.  Explain what happens to 
the print job if the printer buffer is full.
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SECTION III

PART B — Computer Networking (continued)

 27. (continued)

  (g) Gym For Kids have created a new web page for their website. 

 (i) The design for this web page is shown below.  Write the HTML code for 
this web page.

 (ii) A link is to be made to the Gym For Kids online shop.  The URL for the 
online shop is:  

   www.gymforkids.co.uk/shop

  Write a line of HTML code that could be added to the web page to link 
to the online shop.

  (h) Michael uses a search engine to find gyms in his local area.  A search engine 
can use either a spider or a meta-search.

 (i) Describe how a spider is used by a search engine.

 (ii) Describe how a meta-search is used by a search engine.

 (iii) The Gym For Kids website does not appear in Michael’s search list.  

  Describe what could be added to the HTML code to help search engines 
find the Gym For Kids website.

[Turn over
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SECTION III

PART B — Computer Networking (continued)

 28. Members from a local swimming club have a username and password to access the 
club website.  There is a shop on the website that sells various items like swimsuits, 
trunks and goggles. Items are paid for using a credit or debit card.

  (a) Some members are worried about the security of entering bank details on the 
website. 

   Explain what could be done to provide a high level of security when 
transferring bank details.

  (b) When the payment data is transmitted across the Internet, it is liable to 
corruption. 

 (i) One method of checking the data for corruption is a parity check.  One of 
the bytes of data below has been detected as corrupted in transmission.  

  State which kind of parity check has been used and which byte of data 
has been corrupted.

     1101 1001 1100 1001 1111 1011 1000 0011

 (ii) Another method of checking the data for corruption is a cyclic redundancy 
check (CRC).  State two reasons why a CRC is more effective than a 
parity check when transmitting the payment data.

  (c) Describe how packet switching could be used to transfer the payment data to 
the club website. 

  (d) Unfortunately, the server that stores the swimming website has been the 
victim of a denial of service attack.

 (i) State what is meant by a denial of service attack.

 (ii) State two costs that could be incurred from the denial of service attack.

  (e) A backup strategy has been used which writes to two discs at the same time.  
Name this backup strategy.

  (f) Describe a disaster avoidance technique that could have been installed to help 
keep the gym network running at all times.

  (g) There is a forum on the website which allows swimmers to discuss various 
swimming topics.  Some parents are worried about their children using such a 
forum.  

   State two worries that they may have.
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SECTION III

PART B — Computer Networking (continued)

 29. A restaurant chain has many branches throughout Scotland.  Each restaurant has 
computers that are connected to a network server at the head office.  Various files are 
held on the server, including menus, stock levels and staff details.

  (a) Company policy is not to password protect files.  Only management can access 
files containing staff details.  Explain how this has been implemented.

  (b) The server has a firewall.  Explain how the firewall would prevent access to the 
network server from unauthorised computers.

  (c) When new menus are introduced they are stored on the server.  Each 
restaurant must then download the menu files onto their own computers.  A 
menu which is 744 kilobytes is to be downloaded at a speed of 32 megabits per 
second.

   Calculate how many seconds it will take to download the menu file.  Show all 
working.

  (d) The waiters in the restaurants no longer take orders on 
paper.  They use handheld devices which are connected 
to the restaurant network using Wi-Fi.  The waiter 
enters order information on the touch screen and then it 
is transmitted to the kitchen for processing. 

 (i) Describe two reasons for using mobile ordering devices in the restaurant.

 (ii) Describe one possible technical problem that could occur when using 
mobile ordering devices in the restaurant.

  (e) A new computer has been purchased for the restaurant.  The computer comes 
pre-installed with a network interface card to allow connection to the network.

 (i) State one function of the network interface card which relates to data 
handling.

 (ii) The wireless network interface card contains a MAC (Media Access 
Controller) address. 

  Explain the purpose of a MAC address.

  (f) The restaurant would like to allow online booking via a mobile phone website. 
State the protocol that allows mobile phones to access websites.

  

[Turn over
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SECTION III

PART C — Multimedia Technology

Attempt all questions.

 30. Edith works as a website designer and has been employed to develop a site for a  
local nursery. 

  (a) Edith makes use of authoring software to create the website. 

   Describe two examples of how scripts could be used to enhance the final 
website.

  (b) As part of the development of the website Edith has to edit some images.

   Image A has been altered to look as it does in Image B.

 (i) State the technique that has been applied to Image A in order to create 
Image B.

 (ii) Describe how this technique improved the appearance of the image.

  (c) The image has been saved as a bit-mapped graphic.  Bit-mapped images may 
make use of RLE compression.

 (i) Explain how the RLE technique achieves compression.

 (ii) Describe a situation where RLE compression may not significantly 
reduce the file size.

Image A Image B



SECTION III

PART C — Multimedia Technology (continued)

 30. (continued)

  (d) Edith has noticed that the image appears to be different when viewed on 
another computer.

   Some of the colours are not consistent from one computer to the other.

 (i) State the name of the software technique that could be used to address 
this problem.

 (ii) Explain how this technique would ensure consistency in colour regardless 
of the computer used.

  (e) When Edith tries to access the completed website from home she can get to the 
correct page but the image does not appear.

   Explain how Edith could re-design the webpage to ensure that the image 
always appears when the webpage loads.
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SECTION III

PART C — Multimedia Technology (continued)

 31. John works for a radio station and wants to use his tablet computer to record some 
national anthems sung by the crowds at an international football competition.

  (a) John connects a stereo microphone to the tablet computer and records audio in 
16 bit sound at 44·1 KHz.

   Calculate the uncompressed file size of a 45 second recording.

   Show all working and state your final answer in appropriate units.

  (b) The file was compressed as the sound was captured.

   (i) State the name of the compression technique that allowed this to happen.

 (ii) Describe how this technique achieves compression.

  (c) Some tracks contain recordings that are unclear because of clipping.

 (i) Explain the term “clipping”.

 (ii) State what John would need to do to address the problem of clipping.

  (d) John wants each recording to gradually decrease in volume before the next 
anthem begins to play.

   State the name of the effect that John would need to apply to each track.

  (e) John also makes use of MIDI files to create and edit his own background 
tracks for football highlights.

 (i) Explain why MIDI would not be suitable for the recording of the 
anthems but would be suitable for background tracks.

 (ii) State one benefit of using a MIDI application to edit the tracks.

 (iii) John would like the tone of the sound to be lower at the beginning of 
each track.

  State the MIDI attribute that he would need to alter to make the notes 
sound lower.
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SECTION III

PART C — Multimedia Technology (continued)

 32. Ruth has been a dance teacher for many years.  She has recently purchased a new 
mobile phone.

  Ruth uses the phone’s camera to take pictures of each dancer before they begin their 
routine.

  (a) Explain how still images are captured by the phone’s camera.

  (b) The convergence of technology has meant that mobile phones now usually 
contain built-in video cameras. 

   Name and describe one other advance in technology which has made the 
recording of video clips on mobile phones a possibility.

  (c) Ruth has recorded a one minute video clip of a ballroom dance.  She used 
true colour and recorded the clip at 24 frames per second with a resolution of 
26,214,400 pixels per frame.  

   Calculate the uncompressed file size of this video clip. 

   Show all working and state your final answer in appropriate units.

  (d) Ruth’s previous phone supported a video bit rate of 128 kilobits per second. 
Ruth’s new phone supports a video bit rate of 19 megabits per second.

   Explain how this increase in bit rate has resulted in more demands on the 
processors used within mobile phones.

  (e) The file is stored as an MPEG. Ruth knows that MPEG files allow for data 
compression.  Explain how MPEG files achieve compression.

  (f) When Ruth transfers the file to her computer she realises that it can be 
converted into a number of different file formats, including AVI.

   An AVI file is an example of a container file.

   Explain why an AVI file is regarded as a container file.

  (g) Ruth wants to edit the audio element of the video clip. 

   Explain why using an AVI version of the clip is not suitable for this purpose.
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SECTION III

PART C — Multimedia Technology (continued)

 33. Carrick is an architect and has been employed to create a floor plan for an international 
basketball arena.

  Part of the floor plan is shown below.

  (a) State two reasons for using a vector graphics package to create this plan instead 
of a bit-mapped package.

  (b) One of the objects shown is a circle.

 (i) State a suitable vector file format for storing this circle.

 (ii) The attributes and values used to store the circle are shown below. 

  <circle cx =“150”         =“150”         =“40” fill=“green” 

  stroke= “blue” stroke-width= “5”/>

  State the missing attributes for A and B.
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SECTION III

PART C — Multimedia Technology (continued)

 33. (continued)

  (c) Carrick’s client has also requested a 3D model of the floor plan.

 (i) State a suitable file format for storing this floor plan.

 (ii) The 2D basketball court floor is made up of different coloured rectangles.

  State the 3D attribute that would need to be used to more accurately 
represent the floor pattern as part of a 3D Model.

  (d) The basketball arena is being used to host an International competition. The 
organisers intend to transmit in-play statistics, like the number of points each  
player has scored, to a server located outside the main arena.

 (i) Explain why Bluetooth may not be a suitable form of wireless 
communication for a large arena.

 (ii) State a suitable form of wireless communication for this purpose.
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[END OF SECTION III—PART C]

[END OF QUESTION PAPER]
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